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Preface
In the summer of 2004, I served as a recreation planning intern with the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM), at the Ely Nevada Field Office . I was responsible for the
preparation of the "Recreation Project Plan for the Chief Mountain Motorized
Trailheads" (Appendix 1), which was a tremendous learning opportunity for me, since I
had little experience with planning and designing for motorized use. The project piqued
my interest into learning more about motorized recreation on public lands, which in turn
led to this thesis on social carrying capacity of motorized users. This is a new area of
research that is important to understand when planning and managing our public lands.

Introduction
Motorized recreation use is on the rise in the United States. In Utah alone , there
were 74,452 registered and a total of 162,000 off-highway vehicles (OHV) in 2002
(Fisher 2002 p.2) , and in 1991, $180 million ofrevenue was accounted for this activity
(Prettyman 1991 ). About three fourths of all use is on our public lands (Fisher 2002 ,
p.18). Instead of waiting until the use becomes a major problem, public land agencies are
taking active parts in planning for this recreation activity. Their responses have included
the designation of motorized areas , setting recreation carrying capacities , and educating
users on how they should treat their public lands. An example of this proactive
management approach can be seen in the Ely Field Office (EFO) where I interned during
the summer of 2004. So far, the EFO has designated Chief Mountain, which is 100,000
acres out of the 10 million acres that they manage , as a designated motorized use area
(see Appendix 1, p.25-27). They have also developed education programs to teach users

how to minimize their impacts on the land, and on other user's experience. One
management technique that hasn't been used yet by the EFO is the development of a
social carrying capacity, which is one of the four types of recreation carrying capacities
that managers can use.
In this paper, I will discuss the different types ofrecreation carrying capacity, and
their uses. I will focus specifically on social carrying capacity because it is so important
to understand who the user is and what affects their recreation experience. By better
understanding the user and their needs, we can understand what kind of a social carrying
capacity should be set, if at all. There are different ways to measure and determine social
carrying capacities. I will go over these, as well as statistics on motorized users from
four different surveys. By understanding who the user is, managers can make better
decisions that will affect their recreation experience. This study will help the BLM as
well as others who manage motorized use, with determining their social carrying
capacity.

Recreation Carrying Capacities
The popularity ofwildland recreation boomed in the 1950's and 1960's (Manning
1999, p67). With this boom came impacts to the environment and a diminishment of user
expenence. Since that time, recreation activity on public lands has continued to rise year
after year, making this one of the most important issues that recreation managers deal
with. Managers have needed a way to assess these impacts that could fit into the existing
organizational framework of their agencies, and so carrying capacity has emerged as an
appropriate tool. Wildlife and range managers are familiar with the concept of carrying
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capacity. At its root, carrying capacity is simply the number of a given species that can
be maintained in a habitat without causing lasting damage (Dasmann 1964, p67). In
traditional applications of carrying capacity, the only concern for management has been
over environmental or ecological damage caused by overuse of the site. While ecological
damage is important in recreation settings , there is still much more that needs to be
considered as part of the carrying capacity. In fact there are four categories or types of
recreation carrying capacity. Each of these carrying capacities focuses on a different
limiting factor to a recreation site.
Ecological capacity is used when the concern is over recreational impact on the
ecosystem, such as plants, aniunals, soils, water, air etc. Most environmental damage is
caused by the first few users , and after a certain number, the ecological damage levels
out. This is an important con ideration, because in some situations, it doesn't make sense
to minimize numbers of user if the damage has already been done.
The next is facility caJPacity. Facilities are direct improvements made by the
managers to better handle and! provide for visitor ' s needs. For example a parking lot is a
facility built by the managers of the site. If the parking lot is too small , it will limit the
number of people who use the site. If you don 't want that to be the limiting factor , then
you can increase the size of the parking lot. The opposite of this is also true . Keeping
the parking lot small creates at facility carrying capacity (i.e. only five cars can use the
site at a time) .
The third type is phys ..cal capacity. This refers to the actual size of the recreation
space. This is easy to understtand with a ball field. The ball field is a specific size. This
limits the number of people \Whocan use it. Even if the manager built a parking lot that
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holds 50 cars, if the field can only have one game going at a time, then the capacity
would be determined by its physical size.
The final type of recreation carrying capacity is social capacity. This refers to
impacts that negatively affect the users experience of the site. A formal definition of this
is, "Social carrying capacity is the level of use beyond which social impacts exceed
acceptable levels specified by evaluative standards" (Shelby, 1986 p.21 ). Considerations
for social capacity include the number, type and location of encounters with others during
the recreation experience as related to the users expectations. To get a better
understanding of these four different types of recreation carrying capacities , we can look
at how they relate to the Chief Mountain motorized recreation site located in southeastern
Nevada.
Chief Mountain is directly located west of the two towns of Calliente and Panaca.
Surrounding Chief Mountain are a series of existing roads and trails that cover the
100,000 acres around Chief Mountain . The Chief Mountain motorized trails plan is the
fust designated motorized recreation area in the EFO boundary . This project will attract

recreationists from the region , particularly from Las Vegas , which is two hours south of
Chief Mountain .
1. Ecological- The Chief Mountain site was chosen because motorized use

would have the least impact to the site compared to other areas in the district . For
example the Desert Tortoise is an endangered species found in southern Nevada.
Chief Mountain isn't part of the tortoises critical habitat. If it was, then the site
wouldn't have been chosen. The Chief Mountain site does not contain any critical
water resources, and the soils are suitable for motorized use. Due to these
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conditions , an ecological carrying capacity is not relevant to the site. If there
were going to be serious negative impacts to ecological aspects of the site, then
this type of carrying capacity would be appropriate. It is also important to note
that by directing motorized recreation away from other areas of greater regional
ecological significance , Chief Mountain is actually reducing impacts to the
surrounding landscape. If an ecological capacity was established for Chief
Mountain , then all others would be displaced to surrounding areas, increasing
ecological damage to the region , rather than protecting it.

2. Facilities- The most important facilities are the trailheads , and the trails. The
number of parking stalls at the trailhead creates a facility capacity . The number
of trail s determines how spread out users are. However , simply limiting the
facility capacity doesn ' t necessarily limit the number of users , particularly in a
rural setting with minimal enforcement capability. The ones that are displaced
will go to other parts of the district , which may be less suitable for motorized use
or will simply disregard the boundaries of the designated parking facility . The
result is that damage continues to happen in other areas , making the designated
motorized site pointless. A better option for Chief Mountain is to expand the
parking lot, or build new trailheads if the site becomes too crowded.

3. Physical- The physical size of Chief Mountain is 100,000 acres. This means
that the site can only hold a certain amount of users, no matter what you do. It is
evident that physical capacity looks strictly at numbers. While it may be true that
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you can fit X number of users on a site, that doesn't mean that it should be done .
This type of capacity usually has the largest number of users for a site, because all
it takes into account is space. It does not consider wildlife habitat, user
preferences, or the size of facilities. In most cases though , other factors are going
to limit the numbers . There are two ways that physical capacity can be
determined: based strictly on numbers or the numbers related to user preferences.
The latter it the social capacity , which is a better measure for the site .

4. Social- Unlike the other capacity types, the social carrying capacity of Chief
Mountain is not yet determined. By finding out what users preferences are in
regards to what is too crowded for them , then we can find out what type of
capacity should be set.

Chief Mountain already has determined what the ecological , facility , and physical
capacities are. It is crucial to determine a social capacity so that the site can be properly
managed to allow users to have the best experience possible. Social carrying capacity is
not as concrete as the other types of capacities. A lot of it is based on user preferences ,
perceptions , and personal backgrounds.

This is much harder to generalize or measure

than the other types of capacities . Frequently , managers of recreation settings set an
arbitrary social capacity, assuming that the users all recreation settings have the same
expectations.

This is definitely not the case. The next section examines social carrying

capacity and how it can be measured and determined by managers . By understanding
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who the user is, their needs, and expectations , the manager can create better recreation
experiences for the public.

Social Carrying Capacities
In most recreation settings, social carrying capacity tends to be the limiting factor
(Shelby 1986, p21) , as is evident with Chief Mountain . For Chief Mountain, very little
has even been studied concerning social aspects of motorized users. There are numerous
different ways to evaluate use of a recreation setting in reference to social capacity.
These methods, if applied at Chief Mountain , could determine what type of social
capacity is needed, if at all.
The first thing a manager must do is determine whether the site has the necessary
condition to establish a social carrying capacity. These conditions are outlined in the
following three rules (Shelby 1986, p22) :
1. To establish social carrying capacity there must be a known
relationship between the use level or other management parameters and
social impacts
2. To establish social capacity there must be agreement among relevant
groups about the type of recreation experience to be provided
3. To establish social capacity there must be agreement among relevant
groups about appropriate levels of social impact.
There are three main approaches that Shelby and Herbelein suggest in their book
"Carrying Capacity in Recreation Settings" that a manager can use to measure users
attitude towards social issues, such as crowding that may affect their recreation

expenence. If there are trends in the feelings towards a social impact, a social capacity
may be the best way to manage the situation. The first of these tools is a measure of
satisfaction from the recreation experience. The second is a measure of attitude towards
crowding at the site. The third is called Contact Preference Standards. This is based on
the general attitude of users and their preferences for the number of other people they
contact during a recreation experience. To be able to determine this, the manager needs
to find out what the characteristics are of the user group. In the case of Chief Mountain,
it is motorized users. By understanding what motorized users need, the manager can
determine the contact preference standard.
There are two sets of statistics that must collected before proceeding to set social
carrying capacities. These are use level, and number of encounters. Use levels tells you
how many people are using the site. Managers can compare use levels from year to year
to determine if there are trends , or increases/decreases in the recreation population.
Managers can also compare their site to similar recreation sites, to see if there are trends
in use levels. These numbers alone though will not tell you anything about crowding or
social conditions. The other statistic deals with the number of encounters a group or an
individual has during their recreation experience . The number of encounters alone isn't a
useful measure for crowding either, because attitudes towards crowding will vary
depending on the type of recreation use, the type of encounter, the frequency , and other
such considerations. As shown, use levels and encounters alone will not tell you about
the users perception of crowding, but these numbers are very important for determining
other factors later on.
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The first approach that a manager can use is based on user satisfaction of their
experience. The satisfaction model comes from economics. The idea is that as the use
levels or encounters , which we have discussed, go up, then the user's satisfaction will
decrease. There are two ways to measure satisfaction. One way is to simply ask users if
they were satisfied. The other way is to survey users how much they would be willing to
pay for the experience. The survey is set up to find out how many people it will take for
the person to be unwilling to pay for the experience. That number is used to set a
capacity. It is important to note that each type of use, or each recreation site, should be
studied separately because you will get different results for each one.
Crowding usually has a very small impact on user satisfaction. There are a number of
reasons for this. People choose where, and how they want to recreate, meaning that they
aren ' t going to go somewhere or do something that they aren 't going to find satisfaction
in. Even if they think it is too crowded they are going to make the best out of the
situation (especially if it is their vacation). The user can also change their perception of
the experience so that it is harmonious with the reality of the situation . All of these are
ways that user ' s can become satisfied. Something that can 't be measured with the
satisfaction tool is displacement. It is important to understand satisfaction , but it
shouldn ' t be the sole measure of carrying capacity .
The next approach is a measure of how crowded users feel. Even though
crowding doesn't have a huge impact on satisfaction it is still very important. It is
important because it deals with numbers of people, specifically the number of encounters
during a recreation experience. Use level and encounters alone doesn't tell much, but
when used along with perceived crowding measurements, a significant number is
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determined. Use level and encounters deal with tangible numbers, while perceived
crowding deals with intangible ideas and feelings. Applying perceived crowding levels
to what is actually occurring, gives the manager a good sense of whether the site is
crowded or not, and what an appropriate social capacity would be. There are other
factors that affect perceived crowding that need to be taken into consideration. They are
an individuals socioculture, or personal standards, and the way the setting is defined by
the person (meaning do they think that this is a place of solitude, or a social place, etc).
The final approach of Shelby and Heberlein is referred to as Contact Preference
Standards (CPS). They describe this as "a normative construct based on shared beliefs
about the appropriate number and type of encounters for a particular setting (p.74)." This
measurement focuses on the social impacts in terms of the preferred number of
encounters with other parties . Most recreation activities have a set social norm.
Sometimes this is established with formal rules. For example when you play tennis , only
2 or 4 people can play. If you have three out on a court, it is looked upon as
unacceptable. Other times there aren ' t formal rules for the activity but there are specific
norms or "etiquette " practices in place. An example of this is when OHV ' s encounter
mountain bikers ; proper etiquette would be to yield the right of way. While this is
encouraged , there is no set rule for doing so. The next step for managers is to survey
users about what their preferences are for number of contacts during the activity. Using
these numbers the manager can create an encounter preference curve. The encounter
preference curve shows both the preferred encounter level , as well as the maximum
allowable contacts for the activity. This approach to measuring crowding is very
specific; it directly measures impacts of crowding, while the other approaches measure

more general aspects of social impacts. CPS relates to the user group characteristics ,
which is very important because OHV users are going to be different from hikers , and
hikers will be different from another group.

Motorized Users Characteristics
A formal study of contact preference standards has not yet been completed for
Chief Mountain . The social norms that determine the acceptable levels of contacts can be
determined through a study of the group characteristics. There are four existing surveys
that have been completed for OHV users in Utah. Although these surveys weren ' t done
for social carrying capacity studies, a lot of the information can still be used to determine
social characteristics of motorized recreationists. By understanding what the general user
group is like, one can make general capacity decisions. For example, people who hike in
wilderness do that because they want a more solitude experience , whereas an OHV rider
may want a more social experience, so they go in a large group . This capacity
understanding will be implimented differently at each recreation site thus creating two
different kinds of recreation settings that will be suitable for the user type .
The four surveys were all conducted in Utah. Two of the surveys were done for
the Little Sahara OHV site, managed by the BLM. I have included the 1976 survey to
see if user characteristics have changed over the years. Another survey focused on users
who participate in the Moab Jeep Safari. The fourth survey I found was a general survey
for all of Utah motorized recreationists. The Utah survey is actually a revision of a
survey completed in 1994; some applicable numbers have been included from this survey
as well. I wanted to include all four surveys to get a greater reservoir of information . I
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have grouped together general information from each of the surveys, followed by key
information from each. This data will give the manager a better sense of who the user is,
and what issues are most important to them. This understanding will help the manager
determine the social carrying capacity needs.

General Information
Utah
# of surveys
Date
Done by

Moab

335
Jan. 2002
IORT

L.S.2001
326
276
June 2001
1997
IORT
IORT

L.S.1976
276
1976
George Nelson

Gender
Male
Female

Utah
89.4%
10.6%

Moab
mostly male

L.S. 2001
85.8%
14.2%

L.S. 1976
88.7%
11.3%

Moab
40

L.S. 2001

L.S.1976
21-30

L.S.2001
15.4%
84.6%

L.S.1976
~8.7% +

Average Age
Utah
43

Member of OHV organization
Utah
9.3%
90.7%

Yes
No

Moab
50%+

Attitude towards amount of OHV use area in Utah
Too Much
Just Enough
Not Enough

Utah(l 994) Moab
1.3% (3%)
38.4%(30%)
60.3%(63%)

L.S. 2001
2.5%
32.5%
65.0%

L.S.1976

Key Statistics from Utah Survey

•

The most important issues for OHV users in Utah are
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1. increasing access to public land and
2. having enough places to ride.
•

A majority of users said that their favorite type of riding is off of established
trails. While this may be the preferred form , most users travel on designated
roads and trails.

•

As noted earlier, a majority of use is on public land, primarily BLM land (3/4
of all trips) .

•

OHV's are commonly used as transportation to other recreation activities ,
such as hiking , hunting, camping and fishing.

•

In an open ended question about what their primary concern is for the future
of OHV 's, 40% said that they were concerned with having enough places to
ride.

•

Less than 25 of the total respondents listed safety, crowding, and land
management as important issues

•

Trip numbers and club membership results suggest that Utah OHV owners
are dedicated to the activity .

•

The average miles of a trip is 40 .

•

The average number of miles traveled one way to destination on last trip was
between 70 and 110 (the range was 1 to 750 miles).

•

Only 8 respondents mentioned anything about fees. Seven of the responses
were concerned that fees were too high and being misused. One person
volunteered to pay trail fees if the trails were better maintained

•

For all households surveyed, an average of 2.5 people were OHV users
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•

In Utah, OHV owners travel over 93 million miles, and use over 7.5 million
gallons of gasoline each year

Key Statistics from Moab

•

The average amount of time spent on Moab area trails is eight hours and the
average distance traveled is about 30 miles. This shows that they aren't all
about speed.

•

The average number of vehicles in each group is 15 while the average number
of people is 27 (these numbers are influenced by the type of experience the
Jeep Safari is, i.e. very organized and guided).

•

These large groups are made up of "family and friends"

•

Reasons for OHVing
•

Experiencing nature was ranked high , while nature study was ranked low
as reasons for OHVing .

•

The lowest ratings were given to the Self Improvement and Thrill/Social
Status categories.

•

Socializing was ranked right in the middle of the different reasons for
OHVing. The number one reason for social aspects was being with family
and friends, while meeting new people was rated low.

•

The majority of users view social conflicts and crowding not as a problem.
The users who do view this as a problem feel that the main problems are:
•

Large OHV groups

•

Mountain bikers
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•

•

Too many four wheelers on trails

•

Too many people at access points

People who were surveyed felt that impacts caused by dispersed camping, and
mountain bikers, is just as important if not more so, than the impacts caused
by OHV's that stay on the trail.

•

In general, the management priorities should be:
1. protect the natural resources,
2. provide new trails,
3. let existing trails get more difficult, and
4. emphasize informational approaches rather than use restrictions to
protect the environment.

•

72% of the respondents said that they would be willing to pay a fee for the
activity as it exists . 25% said that they would not, while 3% said that they
might be willing to depending on how the money was collected and dispersed .

Key Statistics from Little Sahara 2001

•

A majority of users stay 1-3 days, mainly on holidays and weekends (84.3%).

•

72. 7% of respondents said that they would be willing to pay an increase in
fees (as a way to help improve conditions), 22.3% said that they would not,
while 5% said that they possibly would but are unsure at the moment.

•

Likes of Little Sahara
•

The thing that users. like most about Little Sahara is the natural
characteristics (53.6%), particularly the sand and dunes , and the openness.
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•

The next reason people like it is the recreation opportunities Little Sahara
provides (27. 7), particularly the variety available, and that there are good
places to ride.

•

The third thing that people like about Little Sahara is that it is fun, and
gives the chance to socialize and be with friends and family (10.2%)

•

The lowest reasons that people like Little Sahara are related to
infrastructure and management.

•

Dislikes of Little Sahara
•

The number one dislike of Little Sahara is Conflicts with others and
crowding issues (58 .3%), especially on weekends , and holidays (Easter
Weekend) .

•

The second rated dislike of Little Sahara is the need of improvements ,
mainly with facilities and litter (15 .6%)

•

The third dislike is management issues , such as cost , and fees not going
back into the recreation site for improvements

•

The last two dislikes were tied (7.3% each) , the issues here deal with OHV
issues such as inexperienced drivers , and restrictions and rules.

•

Attitudes towards sharing the area. On scale of 1 (never) to 4 (often), the
following means were concluded
•

1.20 for Cattle's interference with OHV experience

•

1.03 for Horseback riders interference with OHV experience

•

2.26 for other OHV drivers interference with OHV experience

•

1.40 for OHV interference with use of non-OHV sand play areas
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•

The top priorities for improvement are for more bathrooms, and more
developed and semi-developed campgrounds

•

The biggest problens encountered during visit to Little Sahara are littering,
reckless drivers , and not enough designated camping spaces.

•

At the end of the survey and open ended question was asked: "Do you have
any other issues , or concerns , that the Little Sahara managers need to
address? "
•

The number one issue was Enforcement and Safety (34.1 %)

•

The second was conflicts and crowding (19.3%)

•

The third , was restriction issues (19.3%)

•

The fourth was improvements and maintenance (15 .9%)

•

The rest were other management issues such as lack of education , etc
(11.4 %)

Key Statistics from Little Sahara 1976
•

In a question that asked who users recreate with at Little Sahara , almost
everyone said that their social group was family and friends (91.3%) , the
remaining go with clubs (8.7%) , while no one claimed to ride alone.

•

Most group size are large , ranging from 6-20 or more individuals in the group
(83 .7%) , while very few have less than that (16.3%).

•

The study concluded that motorized recreation is a very social sport. It was
found that 63% of the time was spent playing or just sitting around the camp
with family and friends
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•

The study compared two types of users- the high competitive type, and the
exploratory type. Both groups indicated that they enjoyed associating with
other users, but that the competitive group likes it even more than the
exploratory group.

•

One of the important aspects of this study is that it shows that even in
motorized sports, there are a variety of user types with different needs. We
can't just clump all motorized users into one category.

•

The competitive oriented group tended to be the younger age crowd. Status
and approval were a major part of their experience.

•

Risk and status were highly correlated.

•

Highly social in nature (large groups etc)

•

A small portion of the users are less tolerant to a large number of people. It is
important to provide for them too.

Summary of Results
In summary , these statistics show that motorized recreation tends to be a social
activity. Family and friends make up these large groups. This is very important to take
into account because the social recreation experience is going to be a lot different from a
solitude seeking type ofrecreation experience.
Three out of the four surveys showed that crowding either wasn 't an issue for
them, or that is was rated not as important as other management issues , such a keeping
designated motorized areas open . The survey that showed otherwise was the 2001 Little
Sahara survey. Crowding was rated as the number one dislike of the site, while at the
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same time crowding was rated lower as things that management needs to address.
Crowding may be more of an issue for Little Sahara because it is a very popular site,
where most of the use is on weekends and holidays. A solution may be to set a social
capacity on the busy weekends , or inform users of the high use levels so their
expectations are more accurate to the actual use levels.
A major concern for motorized users though is that managers protect their
recreation opportunities, and improve their facilities, rather than limit carrying capacity.
Users perceive that more and more of public land is becoming restricted to motorized
use. This perception is what managers need to address and change. Designating areas
specifically for OHV use like Chief Mountain may be a way to address this concern for
motorized users.
In two of the surveys users were willing to pay or increase user fee to use the site,
either as it exists , or if the fee was used for improvements. This gives a monetary value
to the sport. In the Moab example users would be willing to pay for what they are using ,
showing that the y value the site as it is.
Motorized recreationists are very dedicated to their sport . This is evident from the
amount of money that users invest in the sport , the number of miles they drive to their
destination , their membership in clubs and motorized associations , and their concern over
protecting public lands and increasing access for use. It is a growing sport with needs
that must be actively addressed by public land agencies.
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Conclusion
There are four different types of recreation carrying capacities: ecological,
facility , physical, and social. Each of these carrying capacities has their place in
recreation management, and an appropriate use. There are three different approaches for
measuring social carrying capacity . These are a satisfaction, crowding, and the contact
preference standard. CPS tells us about social norms and characteristics of the recreation
group. By understanding this, a social capacity can be determined on a site to site basis.
It has been shown that of the four types ofrecreation carrying capacity, social

capacity would be the most appropriate to use for Chief Mountain. While analysis of
other surveys is useful to understand general expectations , a user specific survey should
be completed for Chief Mountain users in order to determine a social capacity for the site.
The surveys showed us general characteristics of motorized users, but it didn' t show us
specificall y the characteristics of users at Chief Mountain. It is important to not
arbitrarily set a social capacity with the assumption that Chief Mountain users have the
same expectations as other motorized recreation sites.
Setting carrying capacities for recreation settings needs to be site and activity
specific . Each site is different from another, and so will the needs of the users. Setting
the same recreation carrying capacity at each site will result in a homogenization of
recreation experiences. Public lands should provide a diversity of opportunities for all to
enJoy.
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